HAPPY SHOPPING & SAVINGS

CHOOSE THE WAY YOU WANT TO SHOP

You can find these items and many more at any Tanger Outlets Le Creuset location. Whenever you’re ready to visit, we’d love to see you! If you prefer to shop virtually, we’re here to help.
LE CREUSET
5 ½ qt. Cast Iron Dutch Oven
$324 $210.60
COLOR: Cerise (Available in other colors)
Style: L2501-2667
• An advanced sand-colored interior enamel with even more resistance to wear
• A larger composite knob that withstands temperatures up to 390°F
• Colorful, long-lasting exterior enamel that resists chipping and cracking
• 5-1/2-quart round-shaped Dutch oven made of enameled cast iron
• Cast iron loop side handles; black, phenolic, stay-cool lid knob
• Heavy, tight-fitting lid helps lock in heat, moisture, and flavor

LE CREUSET
3 ½ qt. Cast Iron Braiser
$279 $181.35
COLOR: Cerise (Available in other colors)
Style: L2532-3067
• Colorful exterior enamel is shock-resistant to prevent chipping and cracking
• Sand-colored interior enamel has a smooth finish that promotes caramelization, prevents sticking and resists stains
• Dome-shaped lid locks in flavor by promoting continuous circulation of heat and moisture
• Wide loop handles provide a safe and comfortable grip
• Black phenolic knob is oven-safe up to 390°F
• No seasoning required

Items available at Le Creuset Outlet Stores through July 8, 2020, while supplies last. Colors may vary by location. Not valid with other offers.
LE CREUSET
4 qt. Nonstick Braiser with Glass Lid

**$171 $111.15**

- **COLOR**: Black
- **Style**: TS8100-30

- Triple-reinforced PFOA-free surface
- Textured interior promotes browning and searing for exceptional flavor—and easily wipes clean
- Stay-cool ergonomic handles allow for quick, comfortable movement
- Compatible with all cooktops and oven-safe up to 500°F (tempered glass lids up to 425°F)
- Safe for dishwasher and metal utensils

LE CREUSET
5 ¼ qt. Large Cast Iron Roaster

**$230 $149.50**

- **COLOR**: Cerise (Available in other colors)
- **Style**: L2011-40

- Low-profile design is optimized for oven roasting
- Even heat distribution and superior heat retention
- Durable, nonreactive sand-colored interior enamel
- Colorful, long-lasting exterior enamel resists chipping and cracking

Items available at Le Creuset Outlet Stores through July 8, 2020, while supplies last. Colors may vary by location. Not valid with other offers.
LE CREUSET
1 ¼ qt. Cast Iron Saucepan

35% OFF
REDUCED
$158 $102.70

COLOR Cerise (Available in other colors)
Style L2515-1667

- Colorful, long-lasting exterior enamel resists chipping and cracking; interior enamel is engineered to resist staining and dulling
- Sand-colored interior enamel makes it easy to monitor food as it cooks, preventing burning and sticking
- Ergonomic composite knobs are heat resistant to 390°F
- Built-in lid stabilizers provide a secure, no-slide fit
- The lightest weight per quart of any premium cast iron cookware available

Items available at Le Creuset Outlet Stores through July 8, 2020, while supplies last. Colors may vary by location. Not valid with other offers.
VIRTUAL SHOPPING IS AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3!

You can find these items and many more at any Tanger Outlets Le Creuset location. Whenever you’re ready to visit, we’d love to see you! If you prefer to shop virtually, we’re here to help.

FIND THE CONTACT NUMBER TO A LE CREUSET STORE NEAR YOU by visiting the brands page on this website. Enjoy great FINDS & happy SAVINGS whether in-person or virtually.

GET YOUR VIRTUAL SHOPPING STARTED with one call or a click. It’s simple, fun & your favorite styles are delivered right to you!